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Plate
In this tea-cup cabinet,
this saucer-bin,
I'm just another glass-piece.
I ping as sharp
as the most fortunate china.
I am easily stacked.
Once, I plattered the breasts
of gawk-eyed chickens,
the pink under-meat of six-month lambs.
Even the November-turkey
has lain on me headless,
stuffed like a king's pillow.
Outside, the wind peeks under
stones like a child stooping
for worms. He screams through
the termite's door,
tickling my rim.
I think he knows.
His mother whirled through here
yesterday, her black-spin
scaling the shingles. The rafters
spit their nails like old teeth
and most of my kind
were broken on the sun-rack.
All night I kept quiet
like a prayer. A cat
with cushioned toes
would have woke the dead
compared. Now this rattle,
this fingering at my latch.
He cuddles me, a sheepish father,
and my chipped nerves tighten
in his feather-grip as he tastes
the hog, the beef, the lamb.
I whiten under his milky drool.
I shatter on an armless chair.
Woody Newman
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For Another of the Same
I was a child of innocents
and loved you before hands had touched my own.
After these years and the bowing of some purity,
I love you sometimes still.
We are of a stiff necked race;
We rarely speak,
Beating ourselves to take invisible steps,
Pacing an inner space lined with cages rank as zoos.
the howling, the grazing, the grieving
always in concert.
After the beak strikes
and breaks the fragile ladder of the back,
we have dragged to dark caves waiting luminous,
flesh abandoned.
Other times the moon, some brighter eye,
has seen us dance
as we rear sly on two legs,
the wood of our limbs grown supple and fertile.
But always we wait still further on
the days in delving fields
promised us when young,
when in whiter homes we slept under parents eyes.

Do they wait now, still,
so many mornings rent,
the blindness of night sundered?

Marian Brody
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uprooted, held in
your flesh to mine,
the vine to the wisteria is;
spring rains are so loud
i can hear no voices,
only smell the rain and flowers
and your love, that smell of flesh,
there are those who, roaming
book in hand throughout our cities
and even springrain countryside,
conversing and discussing,
not dryboned men but fullfleshed, anxious,
polemical poets and writers too much sane,
claim language, words, our salvation,
the way up, overcoming isolation.
my tongue uprooted, eyes blank to print
there is still the flesh to flesh
communion, nourishing,
rain in the throats, roots of flowers,
beyond words.
Karen Pool
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loss
bruised apples from Virginia
sit lumpish among oranges,
soft, housewarmed, they give an
illusion of plenty
it is no ploy,
we have plenty, will have these fruits,
in fact, for weeks.
driving home last night in the ford,
heater broken and the window down
i didn't feel the cold, squinting
through the iced windshield.
at traffic lights i scraped it off with my nails,
drove slow and could have prayed.
my hands were purple when i got home,
i held them carefully,
cooked them, boned ribs,
on pieces of a broken fire.
one less orange in the wooden bowl,
the big seeds in the sink
grind up like chicken bones.
we will have oranges in may.
some things are lost,
some last.
the loyalty of dogs, of my dog,
and some friends,
the colors of bedrooms
in my house, printed words,
these i return, turn, to.
the southern fall of brown leaves
floating at sunburned dusk down
afternoons of gold and rose and rust
seasons,
last.
it is the human flesh
frozen hands
my body, hungry and aching
for a sustained familiarity
the brittleness of bones,
the uncertainty of glassing eyes,
the loss i fear.

Karen Pool
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The first urge to touch
brought you to me,
the soft cotton dress
stamped with rickshaws
and parasols,
the firm balance
of your hand controlling
my willful stretchings,
I struggled against
your bones,
certain as iron.
So much is past since then,
and delving back
I remember the softness,
the faintly acid
smell of skin,
and later,
growing into
the closed world of myself,
digging in the sand
beneath a tree which dropped walnuts
into my tin dishes,
sand villages,
rotted from their green outer flesh.
Even now I close my eyes
on this chilly afternoon
far from you,
I see how your fragile daughter
shadows me
in dresses with sashes,
crinoline.
You live in my room
in your altars
of fruit and candles,
built to quell the longings
for a perfect order,
a perfect space,
in the midst of a life
which gave itself to the chaos of children,
sustaining life's orbit
with your dreams.
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It is this giving and losing
which frames the both of our lives.
Your roots are more bitter than mine,
for in the beginning
you proteced me with dreams.
But here, now,
torn between my own isolated art
and the stranger
unfolding in myself,
I have been dreaming of a world,
star quilts, the softness of children,
a slow moving world
in which all that is created
survives with love.
I know it is a return
to something that was never true
save in your vision,
kept alive in my hopes
beneath everything which falls apart.
Your gaze from a photograph
brings me back to a self
where I must stay awake.
I see it in the love, the care
which has worn you,
saved you
from the dark side of yourself.
Ann Hostetler
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A Reading

"Your white houses..."
So ascribed, the proprietorship
is assumed white also.
The town made her angry
to see it: the houses
that had been painted white
a century before, the drop cloths left
to grow into these green yards all spotted
with the whitenesses of spring.
" 'Course they knew
what they were getting,"
the two white boys who drove her
into the Ohio college town,
asking which houseas if there were one to choose—
using her given name
that had added Pulitzer
for as long as they had been.
Black she made herself,
conjuring the figure of the maid
to instruct these boys
in their rhetoric. Not expletives
she chanced, but the carefully best words
to answer what she looked for,
what she saw in black.
What she did not see
was black.
Here in this wonderland of porticos
even the "gingerbread" was white.
Not Alice (remember), but Alice-like,
her blackness was a crouching
and a bigness in the hall
where she read her poems to an audience
large and deeply white
as a mushroom
whose face she tasted,
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ingesting the black Os of eyes
and mouths until the size
they gave accorded with her measure.
Clapping, clapping the hands
ushered her through an entrance
Greek in its proportion.
She left the campus never seeing (I think), the
white glass window in the church,
nor the low door lettered:
Kwaku Lebiete,
Prince Gold Coast W. Africa,
1865, age 14—how he fled.
Sheila Jordan
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Frau Sisyphos
Taglich treff ich Frau Sisyphos.
Welche Verbrechen hat sie begangen?
Ihren Mann erschlagen?
Mit List ihn betrogen?
Gotter beleidigt? Welche?
Taglich Frau Sisyphos
in der Bahn auf der Strasse im Spiegel
und ists nicht der Stein mehr der klassische grosse
so sinds andre Steine noch grosse kleine
morgens die kleinen Kinder wegbringen sie abends holen
einkaufen Essen bereiten die Kinder versorgen sie kleiden
abwaschen Wasche waschen Wohnung saubern die
kranken Kinder pflegen — der Mann hat zu tun
das ist langst nicht alles
Frau Sisyphos arbeitet taglich
zwei Schichten Oder drei
eine wird ihr bezahlt
Taglich Frau Sisyphos,
ihr erschopftes Gesicht,
bei Engels, Lenin, wie lange noch?
Christ a AIten
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Frau Sisyphus
Daily I encounter Frau Sisyphus.
What crimes has she committed?
Murdered her man?
With cunning arts deceived him?
Offended the gods? What?
Daily Frau Sisyphus
in trains on streets in mirrors —
and if it's no longer The Rock, that classic mass
then it's many other, smaller ones
mornings drop off kids fetch 'em
evenings shop for dinner shop
for shoes children's shoes wash
china clothes cabinets ceilings and sweep the floor
nurse the sick ones — her husband is so busy
that's not all, by a long shot:
Frau Sisyphus
works every day,
two shifts or three,
is paid for one
Daily Frau Sisyphus,
her spent face,
by Engels, Lenin — how much longer?
Translation by
Vicki Barker
and Kyrla Lowe
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Returns

I went back today
to a place where we left our mark,
your mark, rather, impressed by me.
I wanted to see
if anything can grow where seeds are spilled
without a thought to harvest.
There I found no tree, no roots,
not even the little dent in the earth,
but a memory
that I had carried away
and forgotten, until I saw that nothing.
Then I knew what time will take
and how impressions fade.
I lay down on the very spot
and for our future stayed a while
to gather up what we have spent
To bring it home to you.

Michael McSherry
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Prayer
Not to chase the resting moth from white sheets,
Not to strop razor, slap lather, scrape blade down face,
Not to use deodorant,
Not to wind springs that tick away time,
Not to carry keys in pants pockets,
Not to consider performance objectives,
Not to dispatch resumes to "Mr. Employer, Anytown, U.S.A."
But to spend the morning in a room of breathing light,
To wake laughing from a dream, singing, "Rouse up,
rouse up, joyous flesh!"
Instead to drink clear wine from bowls in the bamboo afternoon,
Composing poems on the movement of two black antenna in an
imperceptible breeze.
Sam McMillin
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The Swimmers

1.
"Swimmers take your mark"
A shot rings,
crowd leaps —
How often he dreams that final shot
Leaps and stretches out
A blur.
His wife wakes him
says "move to the other room."
He moves and continues dreaming;
returns to when he was unconquerable,
in a twelve-hundred meter medleyswimming

He wakes, rises flushed,
stares at his strange bed,
sees blankets on the floor,
a pillow by the window,
and the contour sheet
twisted out of its corners.
2.
She sits as
Sunlight strains through an orange curtain,
brushes her left hand through her hair,
grasps a glass at her right.
The lingering smoke of her last cigarette mingles
with dust in sunlight. She watches,
drinks and sets her whiskey back on its coaster.
Sitting on an olive sofa;
She crosses her thighs, fingers drumming,
Shifts for cigarettes,
and lights.
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Her husband and children will be home soon:
She waits for her husband
to enjoy her company, her body.
He needs no invitation,
nor her children to tell her what they learned
or who they met and who they like.
She is far past liking — She
takes the second drag and drinks.
She waits when the maid comes,
When the ladies play bridge,
When her milkman comes.
She waits for change
sharp as a world proved flat,
sudden as the rapist's plunge;
Waits for The Day
sensing death would not be
great change for her.
Uncrosses her thighs,
exhales,
swallows,
and waits.
3.
It was someone saying
"I'll never speak to you again."
that wakened me.
There's no one in the room,
but dreams giving voice
to the nausea of nightmare.
Alerted by those sounds, I recall
live figures of the dream,
see their hands hot on my guillotine.
Taxed to the limit,
I was fined one last tax,
A blow below all dignity.
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Foul fruit flung upon my face
shattered all reserve,
and I burst upon the time
Billowing rebellion, a testy,
rabid wolf — ready to kill
at the least provocation.
Now removed to a new landscape
in old mountains; The wounds
half-healed, half-concealed;
I run quietly along
or talk among flames,
my pen fighting the prosody of hate:
On the auction block
Bracelets wear thin, wrists thinner,
On the arms of slaves.
I can barely remember
But once I lived without this steel band around my
There is little left
for hatred, or
for arrogance. Still there is
A manner of movement
A rutted brain.

"Now my charms are all o'rthrown
and what strength I have's mine own
which is most faint."

Kyrla Lowe

k
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John Jacob Lowe: Moving Towards Texas

Opening Scene: Downtown

A pigeon in the air above a city.
Sunlight, filtering through dirty air and skyscrapers down into Market
Street. On Market Street, John Jacob Lowe. Walking.
Walking down Market Street, John Jacob Lowe is "on". John Jacob
Lowe is "on" to straight lines.
(John Jacob Lowe—biographical data)

Description: Caucasian male, 5'8", 165 lbs., brown hair, brown eyes.
Date of birth: 4/17/44
Place: Norristown, Pa.
Current address: 1104 21st Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Occupation: Sales consultant, Toffer & Gilpin, Architects.
Education: Lehigh University, B.A., Wharton School of Business, M.B.A.
family: wife, Mary, two sons: Mark 8, Jacob 2.
Everywhere John Jacob Lowe looks he sees straight lines. He sees
nothing but straight lines. Market Street consists of two parallel lines
moving toward a vanishing point on the horizon. The horizon is City Hall, a
Perpendicular plane rising out of the intersecting line called Broad Street.
On the plane, large rectangles fill out a symmetrical design. Inside the
rectangles are smaller squares.
At his feet the sidewalk becomes a grid, like graph paper. The grid runs
Parallel to the lines that form Market Street, down to the perpendicular
Plane. At the edge of the grid, other lines intersect at obtuse angles. These
lines run upward to the sky, cutting out similar perpendicular planes. These
planes also contain large rectangles in symmetrical design, filled out with
smaller squares.
John Jacob Lowe is "on" to straight lines. All his senses focus on
straight lines. They seek out all possibilities. They shut off all interference.
A policeman, father of ten, directs traffic with a whistle but he doesn't
hear. A twenty year old blond secretary, two years out of high school,
smiles at him but he doesn't see. A bus passes in front of him sending
carbon gas up into his nose and throat but he doesn't taste it. John Jacob
Lowe is "on" to straight lines and off to everything else.
It is 2:00 in the afternoon of an average working day downtown and
'°hn Jacob Lowe has decided again to be "on". Today it is straight lines.
^Lree days ago it was the color blue. The first time he did it, sometime last
year, 't was ladies' hats.
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Somewhere someone says: "Where's that damn Lowe, isn't he back
yet?"
John Jacob Lowe is walking down Market Street in slow motion. He is
"on" to straight lines. He is seeing a city as a Renaissance sketchbook
diagram, a Serlio illustration experimenting with perspective and infinite
vanishing points. He marvels at an infinitude of lines.
At Home, later that evening
A bowl of mashed potatoes. A plate with several pieces of cooked
meat. Four glasses of milk, containing various quantities of the liquid. The
sound of a metal spoon on a porcelain dish.
She: So what happened with the University City thing?
He: What thing?
She: The University City job. Weren't you supposed to see that guy
today?
He: Oh yeah. I ate lunch with him this afternoon.
She: Well how did it go?
He: Oh, I don't know. Not too well I guess.
She: Well, did he say no or what?
He: Uh, not really I guess. He didn't say "No, forget it!" But I could
sense him slipping away. He said he'd think it over and let me know in a
couple of days, but I think we lost it.
She: Oh Jesus, John. What did Gilpin say?
He: 1 don't know, I didn't see him the rest of the day.
She: So now what?
He (spreading butter on a piece of bread): I don't know. How about
'try harder the next time'?
The Next Day at the office
1 am trapped in a room, at a desk with a single bright light on it. I can't
leave this room. I can't leave this room because of the phone. The phone is
in a booth in the hallway outside of the door. I can't leave because of the
phone in the booth; because the phone will ring and it will be for me. If the
phone is for me, I must be here to answer it. The phone will ring and it will
be for me, and a girl will answer it, then knock on my door and say "The
phone's for you."
"Thank you" I will say, and get up from my desk and go out into the
hallway, into the phone booth and answer the phone.
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"Hello?"
"Hello. Are you there?"
"Yes."
"Fine. Will you be there the next time?"
"Yes."
"Good! Then I'll call you back."
"Yes?"
"Yes. So Long."
I go 'back to my room and desk. I can't leave because the phone will
ring and be for me. 1 go back to my desk and sit down and wait. I sit and
think: maybe I should read Plato?
I think maybe something is wrong.
Thinking of the park
The park.
Would be the place.
The park would be the place 1 would go.
Except.

Except what?
No, the park would be the place. 1 would go.
1 would go there, to the park, and walk. I would take my son and we
would walk together. We would walk along the sidewalk that surrounds the
park and separates it from the rest of the city. And it would probably be
Autumn: October or November. It would be late in the afteroon with the
sun going down early. All the leaves would be on the ground. We'd be
walking through patches of dried oak leaves and sunlight. And he d
probably hold my hand.
Then we would turn up one of the diagonal paths that lead toward the
fountain in the center of the park. My son would see a squirrel eating an
acorn and he'd start telling me everything he learned in school about what
animals do in the winter. I would see Autumn, 1948, or 1953 maybe: big
black Fords moving down the street and my father in a long dark overcoat
walking through the park.
Or we would be sitting on a bench in front of the fountain talking
about pigeons and 1 would see Henry James walk by. My son of course
wouldn't recognize him, but I'd quickly whisper in his ear and explain who
he was.
"Why hello Henry, how are you doing today?" I'd say.
"Quite fine, quite fine indeed. Remarkable weather we're having, isn't
it?" Henry'd say.
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This little tete-a-tete would amuse my son to no end. He'd sit there and
giggle. I'd look up and see Mr. James looking at us pensively. He'd be
thinking of us as a novel, perhaps sitting in an English garden drinking tea
in the afternoon. I look up, from a teacup?, from a pile of leaves in the
path?, and see his shadowy figure walking away towards the sun.
At dusk we'd go home and eat dinner.
Thinking of the park I can imagine a life, like a novel, that moves
around an afternoon walk in Autumn.
*
Except.
Except that it is too late to start walking in the park now. Teas in
English gardens are a thing of the past, now.
Or that it is that a walk in the park has taken on immediate political
consequences. It must be explained or legitimized. Or my son must be
explained or legitimized.
Or, that a walk in the park can be taken only at the expense of some
other vital occupation. It is a choice that must be made, a decision that one
must make.
Or what if we did get to the park, and my son did put his hand in mine.
What it 1 started to shrink and became an insect in his hand?
Or what if they just tore down the park and built on it?
If I went to the park I'd probably get goddam mugged.

Stopping off at a grocery store
On the way home, I step into a grocery store to buy vegetables for
tonight's dinner. The vegetables think of me as an emeny. The conspire to
do me in.
Heads of lettuce shuttle toward the doorway. A pile of radishes masses
on my right flank.
An old lady is standing by the counter waiting for an order. She turns
around and sees me. "Never mind, Bill," she says, and walks out the side
door. Bill steps into the back room.
A canteloupe keeping the forward watch on a Toledo scale sends a
secret signal to the corn, which prepares to launch a frontal attack.
I sense all this and quietly slip out of the store without making a
purchase.
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That Night in his son's bedroom
John Lacob Lowe walks slowly down the long hallway that runs from
one end of the apartment to the other. He comes to a door on the left hand
side and stops. The door is partly open. He pushes the door back a few
inches and steps halfway into the room.
The room is dark. Against the wall on the far side is a desk with a small
lamp on it. The lamp provides the only light. It has a thick black shade on it
that is tilted toward the door. The light moves through the room as a single
meagre beam and falls on the floor at his feet.
In between the light and John Jacob Lowe is his son. He sits on the
edge of the bed facing his father. He wears pajama pants and no shirt.
Sitting in the beam of light, John Jacob Lowe sees him as a silhouette. The
dim light outlines his body radiantly. It rolls over his bony shoulders and
falls down his slender arms. It wraps around his ribs which move slightly,
Tthmically in and out as he breathes. Just barely it shows the jawbone on
the left side of his face.
John Jacob Lowe looks down at his son and sees a naked Athenian
youth. Golden body and fair hair. He is sitting in the bright sun in the
gymnasium waiting to wrestle. It's a city festival, Athens has gathered to see
the best of its young men. He tenses his muscles in nervous anticipation. He
flexes, testing himself. He plans his strategy. If I should find myself in this
Position, I will counter by doing this...
Or he is a shepherd, standing on the white cliffs over the blue sea. He
turns from the flock to the sea and searches the horizon for a ship.
Telemachus awaiting Odysseus. The wind off the sea blows in his face. A
chill runs down his spine: and what if Odysseus never returns? That day it
will be upon me to take up his household...
Or maybe it is a Roman gladiator that he sees sitting there, preparing to
do battle with Christian martyrs. Or maybe it is a Spanish bullfighter. He
isn't precisely sure. As John Jacob Lowe looks down into his son's eyes, he
^cs generation upon generation of half naked young men waiting in nerv°us anticipation. Their bodies tense, they move only in the rythm of their
breathing. Their eyes look straight out, focusing on some distant
movement, as his son now sits looking out from the black silhouette of his
halt naked body. But no longer is it the strong straight look of the Athenian
youth. John Jacob Lowe sees the look of generations of strong young men
coming towards him and turning into a look of utter bewilderment. From
the shadow of his son, that look now says:
"And what did it matter for you, all that strength and honor?"
John Lacob Lowe turns and walks out of the room and back down the
hallway. His son wonders: was that a tear in his eye?
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That Weekend, Saturday night
The physical act of making love.

Sunday morning
Sunlight on a pink pillow case.
Sunlight, coming through an open window drifting down upon a
ruffled pink pillow case.
Bits of dust float in the sunlight. Long hair-like particles mixed with
jagged specks. Suspended in the empty space cut out by the sunlight they
shine brilliantly. They move silently, slowly above the pink horizon. Some
settle on the pink linen. Particles cling to the swells and valleys formed
irregularly in the pink. They hang there motionless.
The sunlight, passing through the thin pink pillowcase. Under the pink
veil, the outline of the pillow skeleton. White, dirty white line; blue line;
dirty white line. Blue stitch; white, dirty white stitch; blue stitch. Lodged in
between, ancient particles of dust.
Sunlight on a pink pillow case. John Jacob Lowe is waking up. He is
waking up in Galveston, Texas.
He sits up in bed and looks out the window that lets in the sunlight. He
sees the flat dusty plain that begins under the window and extends as far as
he can see. As far as he can see there is nothing. Just the hot dusty plain
baking in the sun. The sunlight sparkles off bits of sand. Occasionally, a
rock or sagebush.
Sagebrush.
John Jacob Lowe thinks: Sagebrush! This must be Texas.
He gets out of bed. On the floor next to the bed lie his pants. Next to
the pants, two leather boots, He leans over, picks up the pants and pulls a
pack of cigarettes out of the pocket. He crosses the room, sits down on a
wooden chair and smokes a cigarette.
John Jacob Lowe thinks: So this is Texas.
He looks out the window again. It is early yet. It looks like there might
be dew on the ground. But it's bright out. Brighter than he's ever seen the
sun in the morning. It's quiet. It's an empty quiet, the sound of something
missing. Like sitting in a church without any prayers. It's a Sunday mor
ning. A quiet, Sunday morning.
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It's a quiet Sunday morning in Galveston, Texas, with a slight breeze
rattling the windowshade and the sun burning on the flat desert plain. It's a
Sunday morning in Texas that makes time stand still while John Jacob
Lowe sits in a chair and smokes a cigarette. He sits there in the stillness
taking in this new world of Texas.
Later on he goes into the bathroom and takes a shower. Then he
shaves. Standing before the mirror, shaving, he turns on the radio. It's a
Country and Western station. It plays the same song he heard last night. A
tear-jerker. Tammy Wynette? He starts humming as he shaves. Tammy
Wynette and John Jacob Lowe echo across the desert in harmony.
An hour later he pulls into town in a blue pick-up truck. It s still early
on a Sunday morning. No one is up yet. The street is empty. John Jacob
Lowe gets out of the truck and starts walking down the dusty mainstreet of
Galveston, Texas. No one is up yet. All the stores are empty. John Jacob
Lowe can hear the sound of his leather boots echo off the store fronts up
and down mainstreet. He can see his shadow moving in the dust before him.
No one is up yet. Mainstreet of Galveston, Texas belongs to John Jacob
Lowe on this Sunday morning. He stands in the sun in the street, yawns
deeply, arches his back and stretches his muscles, throwing his arms into the
air over his head. John Jacob Lowe looks around and sees his sleeping
Galveston town spreading out before him; flat, white. C lean white sheets on
a fresh-made bed. He thinks: Galveston, Texas, a road to recovery?
Frank Labor
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Askenhazy

In a garden of a Russian noble's country manor stood the small square
tent ol Imre Count Askenhazy, its open flap thrown back and fluttering like
a luffed sail on its tether. A mild September breeze mingled with the trees
the scents of late blooming flowers and early fruits. To.the east a golden sun
languished brilliant amid the churning growth of black and ochre smoke
still pouring out of Moscow. Distant sounds, martial sounds and those as of
stables and village shops could be heard clamouring amid the myriad of
tents and cabins that curved away to the northwest below the mulberry and
apple orchards. On the southern balcony of the finely proportioned neo
classical manor the bright French tricolor, tattered, its gold purling torn,
heaved slowly, shapelessly in the wake of the light Russian wind.
In the gloom inside the dun-colored canvas tent, two men waited over a
steaming samovar. Askenhazy, an Hungarian aristocrat, was physically an
extraordinarily commanding fellow; stout, solid, he carried himself on
short rounds of muscle that were nevertheless as flexible and spry as if
greased. His hands showed a hybrid of earth and air being at once slender,
articulate, and powerfully modeled, unyielding. Of all, the feature most
distinguishing was the count's head, as willfully handsome as a bronze bust.
In fact, the loose mass of hair and shock of beard on that immensely noble
head suggested a Roman bust of Jupiter or Saturn, so fierce, confident, and
authoritative it seemed. Nevertheless, the hugeness of his body made the
stolid Count, despite his agility of movement, a ludicrous figure in uniform.
He chated constantly beneath the tight breeches and blouse and the hot
pelisse. His epaulets were always awry, his gargantuan neck bristling from
out the unfastened stiff collar. His plumed busby, rich with gold braid and
insignia, alone managed a jaunty, gallant attitude placed over the thick dark
hair. Lannes had dubbed him 'The Attila'. No one laughed broadly at the
epithet, not because of fear, but simply because Askenhazy bore the kind of
admiration as a horseman and leader among the troops and generals alike
that never was he called 'Attila' except in fond, confederate humour, or
strangely, in praise. For Askenhazy on the field could evince some of those
redoubtable, irrepressible energies imputed to that Hun conqueror.
The adjutant, Lieutenant Etienne Frejus, a young Frenchman of
commonest origins, a legionair veteran of Ulm and the Spanish campaigns,
contrasted radically in figure and temperament with the Count, his Colonel.
Tall, fair-haired, and clean-shaven, he stooped slightly in his nonetheless
elegantly fitted uniform. Nothing fierce or imponderably fearsome ap
peared in his genuinely eager, attentive and genial countenance; Etienne's
reserve was not the brooding ill-humour of a man uncomfortable with
inactivity, but the well practiced reticence appropriate to an officer who
though sensitive and contemplative is seldom called on to directly express
his own thoughts or feelings.
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"Do we get to go into Moscow today, Colonel?" Etienne asked,
scratching his left foot; his boots, which he had now removed, were dry and
dusty and bothered him greatly.
Both men sat, one in a camp chair, the other, Askenhazy, in a lounge
chair, large and soothing, upholstered in black burnished leather, a trophy
from the nearby country manor. On an unsteady low table rested the gold
samovar, tails of steam issuing timidly from the circle of star-shaped vents
worked into the lid; a blue flame burned below. It gave the only light in the
oppressively warm room of the tent. In the corner opposite the tea service
stood a plain desk of deal, a stool, a drum upended and stocked with
scrolls, map rolls, bottles of French wine and brandy. The room smelled
musty, and of unwashed clothing, even faintly of urine. On the desk a
filagree clock, a prize from Vienna that long ago had disengaged itself from
the mechanisms of time, shined, its hands fixed at 4:16 p.m. Otherwise the
room was to the curious eye bare. In the shadows illumined eerily by the
Pale sunlight outside a very careful eye could yet make out a large cot, and
by it a battered blue trunk closed. On a coat rack in the gloomiest corner
showed a mass of cloth, being a heap of captured ensigns and two uniforms,
one stripped from a prisoner, an Austrian general and in impeccable
unruffled condition, and the other a suit of a Lieutenant in the Austrian
imperial Uhlans, its former red and white brilliance much faded, its insignia
shorn. It had been worn not without pride, though by now, as anything of
fashion it was Quite outdated, by Askenhazy before he had met in 1796 at
Arcole in Italy, Napoleon Bonaparte and his army.
"Isn't the tea ready? I'm hungry. But what difference, there is no
sugar, no bread, no pastry, only Russia." Askenhazy yawned and shook
himself like a shaggy hound out of the dirt. Etienne, bewildered, braved to
iterate, "But today we may go into Moscow, Colonel? There will be stores
there, no doubt."
"What? Moscow? You have asked me about nothing else and I have
told you, we go into that Fine city when it has finished burning, when it is a
blackened, gutted carcass like Smolensk and we will eat its ashes and seared
horsemcat." He gave a cough which doubled as a laugh.
"But the Emperor won't let it all burn down. Already he has sent the
Chasseurs de Cheval of the Guard to find for him the safest route back to
the Kremlin which it is said has not been badly fired. The townsfolk and
sappers are out clearing the better areas. The Emperor will return to
Moscow this afternoon," said Etienne, digging his foot back into his boot.
"Who told you that?
"Captain Janin, who is adjutant to Deraux."
"A dream, the reality is nothing so probable. Serve me some tea.
Commanding officers are always the last to learn such rumors and the first
t0 give out real orders. We will certainly be in Moscow before October but
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when?" He shrugged. "Moscow, Russia, as a soldier it is all one but as a
man it is nothing to be impatient over."
"But this garden is still beautiful. We were lucky to have come along at
the right time and not to have to go into the city only to swarm out again
and end up bivouacking on the banks of the river. Your tea, Colonel."
"fetch those honeyed biscuits, Etienne. Some for yourself. They're
almost finished; let us hope we will leave for the west before Winter. Is
Szamo all right?"
"Yes, sir. I brushed him down first thing. He eats well; the grass is high
around the house."
A lull, burdened by some remote, indescribable feeling of ap
prehension, settled in the tent. Etienne, who truly felt unable to resist the
idea of riding into Moscow, a city of glittering cupolas and exotic avenues,
that very day, sat looking either across the tent into the cornered gloom or
at his china plate of biscuits and crumbs. Neither he nor Askenhazy had
slept more than three hours the preceeding night. Weary by a forced march
they had come, the day before, with hope of rest to the outskirts of the city,
of Moscow, capital of Mother Russia, following, slowly, the Imperial
Guard who were at the heels of Kutuzov's derelict but dogged army. On the
verge of entering they were turned back, the Empress Slight Hussars, the
two regiments of Polish Lancers , and sundry others, by singed and cursing
guard cavalrymen and Grumblers without their bearskin bonnets and for
that matter some of them without eyebrows or hair. The first spoken
thought was about "le Tondu" as the veterans called Bonaparte. Was he
still alive? He was, fleeing in the nick of time through arcs of flame and
cascades of sooty vapor. Ironically, years afterward it was Napoleon on St.
Helena who yearned, wistfully, that the gods would have been more
aesthetically rigorous in Moscow and not spared him for his subsequent
humiliations. To die in the prime and pitch of adventure, like Alexander
the Great, was, of all things, finest.
Etienne thought he cared nothing for death. And after his personal
triumphs on the various fields of battle, he believed he had the warrant to
think so. Askenhazy gave death to the devil and Etienne looked upon him as
the image of the abidingly courageous and heartily defiant veteran of war,
of life really, and measured himself as if against an architectural blueprini
by that icon of warrior spirit. Etienne poured the Colonel another cup of
tea. Outside the sun was lifting itself ponderously, brightly out of the black
billows that rolled thickly down the horizon like ashen fleece curling down
along the flanks of a merino ram. Somewhere among the jerry-built villages
of French, Polish, Italian, Mameluk, Bavarian, Portuguese, Dutch, and
Lituanian soldiers, Etienne heard a trumpet's tiny chirping, the dim thunder
of a drum. For the first time in his life this sound, so familiar, so often
stirring, struck him as he stood incalculable miles from France at the
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threshhold of a cheerless, weathered tent in the midst of an historical ob
scurity as unflinchingly mundane and pathetic. He wanted it to be the call,
if not to a new battle — the Russians seemed seldom to do battle outright —
at least to press finally into Moscow. No matter how ravaged and littered,
Moscow must yet be a bizzarely awesome city. But of course Etienne knew
well, the trumpet called padding infantrymen to morning drill. Russia was
becoming routine, saturating everything with an odorless, savorless sen
timent of abiding boredom, a ritual numbing of European sensibilities.
Etienne turned back into the stuffy tent. Askenhazy sat in the lounge chair,
brooding with an uncustomary fixity. It discomfitted Etienne. Many spirits,
noble, luminous had been dampened by this latest campaign, generals and
men alike, even, it was said, the Emperor became fitfully sullen and
despondent. Smolensk, Borodino, no one cared much to think about what
now lay behind them, uncounted dead, wasteland. The Russians, these
disfigured peasants, were acting in a way to disconcert any modern
European, burning their fields — that happens — but their cities, Smolensk
gaudy with gilt icons and mazed with venerable, holy buildings, Moscow —
imagine Frenchmen setting fire to Paris or even to Lyon, unbelievable.
Etienne drank to the dregs the harsh but tepid tea; it did not quench his
thirst so he slugged down some straw-tasting water from a cut glass decanter
underneath his camp chair, and then took the samovar and the chinaware
°n the tea tray to rinse it at the stone well by the estate house.
Etienne walked, having to halt every so often to manage the samovar,
through what must have once been the rose arbor; banks of half wild,
somewhat leprous rose bushes tangled and drooped and snagged at him on
cither side of the brick-fledged path. Another path, parquetry of small
stones, wound away with an enchanting romantic waywardness under a
long arch of thin lattice-work torn through with rose boughs and woodbine.
Beyond its dense foliate mystery, to the southwest where, beneath the
battered stone wall that bordered the estate's orchards, spread swards of
meadow, Etienne heard whinnying of horses set to graze. He thought of the
cultured wilderness of the Bois de Vincennes, of riding the caparisoned
thoroughbred from his friend Grainier's stable and of sweeping his holiday
bat in gallant admiration to the passing, strolling round-faced maidens,
dressed in pastoral whites and creams. Grainier, he reflected, as he had to
S,°P to unpin, while balancing the tray, a roscthorn from his blouse, had
b^en wounded at Badajoz, had remounted when his injuries were still
'euder, fought at the Tagus, and finally had been captured by that English
General Wells or Wellesly at Salamanca. Though the son of a former
aristocrat, a Count, Granier was not a bad fellow, too generous, too
^umboyant, but he fought hard and well, for the Empire. It would be worth
having Grainier here now in Russia to relieve the vast sullen solitudes; this
War bred silence and separation, not the usual comradery. Etienne shut fled
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up a series of low, wide, grassy steps, to a narrow avenue of poplars most of
which had been cut down for fuel and breastworks. The manor was on a rise
of green odorous earth; fanned out before its southern facade were terraced
plots of vegetables — now all rooted up — and decorative flowers — now
all trampled down. Etienne passed into the gravelled circle that terminated
the line of poplars and led round to the low terraces and the walk that
straightened towards the broad, elegantly simple porch of the manor. In the
center of this circle was a fountain, fashioned out of limestone, a puto
clutching a dolphin from whose now dry motith water once issued. By the
rim of the circle was a frail wooden pentagonal gazebo, its roof a shambles,
its sides kicked out like the ribs of some plundered carcass; at its center was
a pentagonal well of rusticated stone, its wrought iron frame and pulley
mangled. Etienne stepped up on to the low platform of the bower; he set the
tray with its clutter of china and silverware and the small urned samovar on
a bench. The sun struck out through the spray of discoloring birch leaves
and tormented vines, grazing the wooden-lidded well. Peace seemed to
dominate, to overwhelm as much by the sudden vitality of its unnaturalness
as by its natural capacity to silence, to placate. Etienne began, as he slid
back the oaken-planked lid, to whistle "La Musette," a song he had learned
in Spain from the infantry he had to march along with after losing his horse.
He felt in contrast to the distemperate and glowering atmosphere around
the tent, indeed around the whole camp, bouyant, idle good humour; a
happiness commanded his spirit: the garden disturbed but hidden, still
lovely, the warming sun, bright, the wail or warble of the various birds,
distant clatterings that reminded him of La Roche, where he had grown up,
now virtually on the other end of the continent. "On my back I always have
my sack, full of bread, my haversack, a loaf of bread," he sang placing the
tray on the well's lip and fetching down the leaky bucket, "Though I'll
march 'til I have no feet, though the sergeant won't let me sit, on my back I
still have my sack, full of bread..." As he weighed the bucket and pulled it
up, he heard footsteps hurrying over the gravel. Coming into the gazebo
was a slight man, severe, dispassionate of face, hollow cheeked, ruddy,
dressed in gray-green and silver, an orderly. The man bowed abruptly when
Etienne turned, putting the bucket on the stone ledge, staring, almost with
hostility at him. "Sir," the fellow bowed again, his French, frosted; Etienne
recognized him as a Swiss, Germans never performed so politely. "May I?"
Etienne blinked; for a dull second he wondered whether the orderly in
tended to ask him to dance. "Permit me," the Swiss repeated as if this
phrase was more precise, pointing to the bucket and the tableware.
Strangely Etienne felt affronted, his pleasure, his delight in the moment had
come not alone from the glittering solitude but from the mundane
distraction of his task, its domestic simplicity. Besides, he himself was a
man of the new age, a waif of the revolution who had started merely as a
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peasant's son ranging the fields on a dray-horse. The Swiss somehow
conveyed to him the necessity of concession to that older order of society in
which Etienne himself was ultimately lower than his punctilious martial
valet, this remnant of a dead regal era. But after a static pause, Etienne
shrugged and said, "Certainly," adding as if to assume the role he really
wanted to reject, "And see that they are spotless. There is soap on the tray;
't is my Colonel's service." The Swiss orderly bowed once more; this time
Etienne belived he noted a thin sardonic snicker; the orderly was being
ironically excessive in his courtesy, mocking and despising, like a servant
who knows more than he will tell. And it all at once occured to Etienne as he
stared blankly at the busy orderly that of late the insistence on both the part
of the soldiers and their service corps of the old fashioned manners, this
deference and caricature-like humility, had some relationship in fact to the
veritable insignificance of any such distinction, here on the plains of Russia.
In I rance the descrepancy between a man and his valet, an officer and his
orderly, was still palpable and significant and therefore given the indulgent,
enlightened understanding that prevailed, without need of fussy, formal,
over-fond reinforcement. In Russia, however, it may be that the difference
had because of the trying conditions become less significant, less expedient;
already in certain few regiments orderlies, artisans, and attendants out
numbered the regular officers and soldiers, having to fill in certain ex
traordinary duties. And so to protect the hierarchy under stress, to assure
that the grand army functioned as it should and not fracture, an unwonted
emphasis was now given to superfluities, to the execution of roles and the
enhancement of superior authority, precisely because they were en
dangered. Etienne turned away. He looked at the squared bulk of the
Russian country house, at the utterly simple, bold colors of the tricolor. The
'lag seemed like the forlorn ensign of a floundering ship, jutting in
congruously out of a rough-hewn stoney sea on its stiff wooden mast-pole,
such ships as Etienne had seen stray aground off the coast near the lie
d Yeu. The sun blanketed the green, glowing earth. Moscow, Russia, he
n°w understood its immensity, not just its physical breadth, but its physical
vacuity as well. That is, nowhere one wandered, even in the heart of this
country manor's lovely garden or of a gray, staggering birch forest, could
°ne escape "the angel of vacancy" as Etienne personified this feeling. There
no place to hide, to feel concealed and nurtured in; to lose oneself was
•nipossible in a terrain already so lost to unrelieved savagery.Etienne,
o"owing the looping flight of a bird, realized as well how it was possible
°r the Russians to devastate their own land, burn their ancient cities; they
^cre still essentially nomads sharing in the profound, vast indifference to
°calities that their very earth exuded. Their spiritual beings were like the
tUl"bulent, ochre sluggish rivers that rocked through the immense counlr>side. And for the first time in his life at this thought Etienne grew sud-
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denly, truly afraid, not the nervous, anxious fear of battle, but an abiding
cosmological fear, a fear that could not be obliterated by the sweep of a
silver blade or the rending explosion of cannon-shot. He sat himself down
on a rickety bench of the bower; the orderly was rinsing the samovar,
Etienne, his tongue pushed out between his tightly pressed lips, looked at
the ground. He asked himself with a concrete sense of horror if all this were
not a mistake. He had never, never questioned the presence of the French
army, of himself, at war. He had always believed what every "Grumbler
avowed, that 4,le Tondu" the Emperor, Napoleon, was invincible. Were
they wrong? Had Napoleon made a mistake? Was Bonaparte after all just
the man Askenhazy, Grainier, Valmy, Lannes, Etienne, Frejus and all the
rest were? Napoleon alone led the Grand Army and if he had made a
mistake could it not be fatal, where would it lead, to the end if not of France
and the Empire at least to the Grand Army, to Napoleon, to himsel
Etienne called up the image of the carnage at Borodino, the unaccountable,
unidentifiable dead. To die in Russia meant to be left to the wolves an
scavengers, all the glorious braid and cloth something less than vain, less
serviceable than the unburnished wood of a country coffin.
.e
And somehow now the hand of a savage ancient will modeled
Russian people, a will as black and nitrous as the flames that were swellingincandescent with flame, from the belly of Holy Moscow, and as pure in
essence as white ash, a will to death, to obliterate, as an exercise ot
unobstacled force, all; a will slowly purging itself of the information and
vestige of glory, of reasonable purpose, was now, viperously, coiling,
writhing above the hapless ranks and droves, generals and sovereigns, over
the Emperor himself of the Grand Army of the French Empire, of civile
Western Europe's glittering, gallant horde. And amidst this immensity 0
expectant calamity, these myriads of his comrades and the myriad bla es
that tricked sinisterly above them as if spangling the sky with streaks o tc>
silver, was Etienne. He shuddered, though it was the sultriest of mornings,
shudder that realized all these only half-developed visions of disaster.
Etienne had been gazing with fixity at the pebbled circle as he sat, one
tucked under the other on the dilapidated bench of the arbor. A leal, g°
and brown-ribbed loosened from a birch beside the gazebo; as it walt/e
across the air, startling Etienne from his ruminative trance, an eddy of wind
gently spun the leaf upwards, causing it to flutter in such a way as to make
Etienne, still somewhat abstracted and stunned, take it for a butter >
Instinctively, like a child, he struck out to touch it. And the instant a fter he
did so, the leaf now gliding listlessly downwards again to lose itself
the toil of vine-growth and bushes bordering the circle, Etienne sta
He
understanding at this absurd but lyrical, impetuous misapprehension,
1
was suddenly overcome with gladness at the ardent various beauty o
whatever else he felt, he could never be severed from the generous grace
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Nature. The Swiss orderly sniped at him in a shrill pastiche of a deferential
voice, "Your 'ware' is washed now, sir, lieutenant." Perhaps the fellow
found something amusing in Etienne's admittedly odd, capricious behavior
for his eyes seemed to now twinkle with great malicious, servile delight.
"Sir, shall 1 take these back for you? Or do you yourself want to manage it,
lieuntenant?"
"Thank you, that is all right, I shall take them," Etienne decided to try
the man, "Oh, and orderly? Who is your...who do you serve as orderly
for?"
"Me? I was in the service of General Caulincourt but as he is dead, I
am now in the service of both Generals Lenaitre and Duroc, sir."
"Well good, carry on." Etienne, depressed by his own effort at
bullying, dispelled further conversation with a wave of his hand; the orderly
bowed, or nodded, rather, and strolled off towards the villa from which he
bad sprung.
And so Etienne, as if relieved of some agitating memory, bustled about
with the tray almost energetically, and holding the samovar, whose hinged,
fretted lid fell loudly open, by its heel and in the other hand balancing the
silver, sparkling tea tray, set out with renewed direction, campwards. As he
talked through the wild, destitute garden, with the fragrant openness of a
hght wind cooling his cheeks and the light leaving his heart he felt easy, free
as if on a felicitous jaunt through green spaces of the dense country round
'he generous, flowing waters of the Yon River. And though the serpentine
growths of rose and vine tussled with him for passage, they could not trip
lhe happy strides of a heart flourishing with sudden unaccountable inn°cence. His approach of the tent revealed to him his Colonel submerged in
j,s dimness sitting where Etienne had left him by the open flap in the large
ounge chair, his brow, jowls, and the unexpectedly fine hands alone
harboring a glow of light and life, it seemed, in the otherwise motionless,
slone dark aspect. Askenhazy, hunched up transfixed, imperturbably
morose, silent, enveloped in the black leather maw of the chair. Etienne
^easily stood about before entering the tent. He looked down at
skenhazy as he passed, and began to phrase some address but left it
stillborn at a barbarously bare syllable, averted his eyes, set the tray on the
mlaid rosewood stand — another trophy from the manor — placed the
samovar noisily on the tray, walked to his camp chair but could not sit
0wn, stared at Askenhazy and perhaps would have continued in just that
b°sture for an eternity had Askenhazy not in a jerkily executed fashion
?!!5mpted to rise out of his chair simultaneously with a thundered curse,
, amn to hell this Russia!" He tumbled back into the chair and shook his
jair violently, scratching the crown of his head with both hands. He
Jigged his slim brown hands across his bedraggled, ponderous face,
Uamn,damnit!"
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"Sir?" Etienne interposed more out of nervous reflex than conscious
attention; he was quite completely rendered into a state of in
comprehension. On the plain of war amidst carnage seen only peripherally,
vividly smelt and heard acutely, Etienne had witnessed another man
clumsily disembowelled by his own hand, by Etienne's own swift-cutting
sword, had seen before him the blaze of incomprehension, helpless
agitation and pain welter the man's face as a flame might warp and twist a
scrap of parchment. And he had seen events he could only recall as flashes
of confused, alien havoc: death, disfigurement, irremediable horror. But
after so much he had been left self-possessed; the very excess and absurd,
incomparable ugliness of so much killing had nearly cleansed him of its own
initial poisons. He had survived a revolution virtually scrubbed, rinsed with
blood and several campaigns fraught with corpses and was steeled to it.
What he was not steeled to and not able, entirely, alone, to survive was the
grotesquerie of human emotion, or passions.
Askenhazy brooded, his black matted hair, his tormented head, bowed
to the gloom of the tent. Time seemed to have shrivelled under the heat of
this man's imponderable rage. Etienne felt quite stupid. He saw himself
momentarily as an intruder, not simply unto the private emotional
tenebrum of his Colonel, his superior, but oddly as an alien to the whole
state of being known as war; years vanished, he was a farm boy once again
spitting at the rutting hogs and embarrassed in the act by the unexpected
presence of his father. The breeze outside died away, the noonward sun
inflated the tent with heat. Askenhazy, drunk with melancholy, stirred in
his seat and muttered some words of Hungarian in splenetic but stiffly
subdued tones. "What, sir?" Etienne squirmed, alarmed by the sense of
self parody in his question which he therefore promptly formalized. "What
is it, C olonel, is there anything you want sir?"
"Want!", Askenhazy convulsed, flung himself backwards, drubbing
the arms of his chair with his hands, iterating monstrously "Want?!", eyes
snarling. It was as if inadvertently Etienne had ruptured the membrane of a
pure vacuum, unleashing forbidden forces into the ill-prepared silence.
"Do you know what I want? Do you? Could you understand this, this
worm that gnaws my innards, this idiot desire?" Etienne became truly
frightened; Askenhazy had lost himself in a boldness of emotional pain and
took no heed of Etienne's presence much less this pale apprehension.
For an unendurable instant the universe suspended all excitement, all
motion, interrupted all sound but for the minute far-off neighing of horses
being brought from pasture.
Askenhazy barrelled out of the black polished leather armchair, drew
himself up before the subaltern, laying hold of Etienne's eyes by the
magnetic power of his own and without touching Etienne with so much as a
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finger shook him, throttled him with those anthracite eyes and thundered,
"Do you?! No, no, you're too eager and proud, and young, too full of
lear to admit it to yourself, ehh? Do you know what I want then?" he
snorted as if to laugh, "1 want to curl up in some warm, large-bosomed
woman's lap and cry, cry as I never cried as an infant, cry until 1 become
a ..a I don't know...But...That's what I want! Not to whore or kill or ride
or parade or speak one damn word to anyone. 1 want to cry buried in the
sweaty folds of a woman's arms until I am nothing. That's what 1 want,
what 1 want to do god damn you!!" He bellowed this almost with triumph.
Both men recoiled as if by sheer impact they had been knocked off
balance. "And the worst thing is I can't," Askenhazy turned away, tem
pering his fury slightly, "1 can't cry and that only drives me harder. I feel
dead, dirty. Do you know 1 have killed so many many men and women and
babies and animals and whatever else there is that I can't remember how I
started, who the first was; I think 1 killed the first time by accident; I can kill
a cossack now as simply and cleanly as I can...break an empty bottle against
a stone, but no matter how hard I pull at my eyes I can't cry." He spat on
the hard-packed ground of the tent, he shrugged, "It's idiotic. I don't even
care. I kill, I fuck, I eat, I go home, I go to Paris, 1 ride around in this godforlorn place; I don't care; I'd kill Gaul as soon as cossack or Hun as soon
as Spaniard." Askenhazy fell mute, staring blandly through time and space.
He collapsed into the black leather lounge chair.
For Etienne, shaken as he was by Askenhazy's brutal vulnerability,
fear and self-disgust gave way gradually to a sympathy civilized by the
Professional soldier's sixth sense of comradeship. It demanded of Etienne
an unaccustomed influx of self-restraint, of social, martial self-command to
overcome the near panic and loss of order that resulted from a superior
officer's breakdown. On the battle field such an eclipse of authority, and it
had become dangerously habitual in this campaign, was almost invariably
fatal to the line unless, as with the old Guard, it could hold by this very
sense of comradeship this ritually inculcated instinct to hold ground and
give battle as the situation might demand. An instinct that naturally
Preserved as a pattern of social behavior the hierarchy, the basic functional
aPportionment of authority so that a corporal might, to fill the breech of
command, assume unconditionally the voice, posture, and direction of his
dead, wounded, or maddened captain. And indeed it was this classless
military professionalism that distinguished the Revolutionary Army of
f ranee and in turn contributed significantly to the world-wide success of the
Grand Army of Napoleon Bonaparte. Only the related sense of sportsmanship and obstinate individualism of the English could match it; only
'be antipodal barbarous spirituality and visceral herd-sense of the Russians
^emed able to vanquish or exhaust this honorable professionalism.
Etienne found himself then assuming, as if it were to be expected,
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almost without realizing, and certainly without understanding it, his selfcommand for the first time. It was a post of shortest duration and confined
to the heart's comfort rather than to combat, but it served, renewing in
Etienne his confidence and strength of will , in turn reawakening in
Askenhazy his old warior's indomitability. It drew the two men together,
refining the cruder necessities of their relationship, and was brought about
less by the words spoken than by the nuances of gesture, the spontaneous
subtle reckonings of the drama's course on the part of the actors.
After moments had passed and Askenhazy, bundled in the black
brooding silence of the chair and of his own mood, seemed to have snuffed
out the electric fire current in his thick blood, Etienne still standing though
no longer wooden, made to restore the day's routine. "Sir. Shall I have the
horses rounded up and groomed and saddled? Sir?" Askenhazy shifted
about, head lowered rather like a child belligerent but ashamed of some
deed. The leather of the chair squeaked, the only noise in the dry, hot air.
Etienne began to doubt whether he had acted wisely, responded properly or
not; fear twisted up in him again. Abruptly Askenhazy shook himself,
lunged up from the lounge chair and wheeled to face the startled, stam
mering lieutenant. Askenhazy emitted a bluff stentorian laugh more like a
loud grunt and nodded his black bison's head at Etienne.
"Sir...?"
Askenhazy laid hold of Etienne's shoulder, and though even stooping
Etienne remained physically the taller man, he felt suddenly, throughout, a
small frail boned child and could not breath for it. Askenhazy, however,
held him no like a prey but gently, as might a forgiving man his prodigal, as
though Etienne had lost himself for a period and not the Colonel. "Ah, my
dear Frejus, you are, well, young and 1 old and time will mend that distance
well enough. You do not understand? Oh, 1 don't either, so forget it. 1 need
not rest but activities so yes let us go out for some riding and work up a
feverish appetite so we may come back here and devour these fine biscuits.
Perhaps we can gallop out to the southern gate of your fine Moscow and see
how hungry the flames are? Perhaps...well no, first let us have some drink,
some fine, bloody brandy and then horseback!" And Askenhazy shook
Etienne as if he were an old familiar coat, bellowing with a laughter vaguely
involuntary. Etienne, released, turned and strode hurriedly out to the open
sward by the house to have the lackeys saddle the two men's horses. Though
sultry, asthmatic, the day was showing itself to be gracious, expansive,
arcadian; the evening lit by the western sun would be a cool and indulgent
one, diffusing the kind of lambent air Etienne had seen on the Italian coast
a year before. Coarse laughter wavered over from the porch of the mansion,
intermingled with a higher pitched, mellifluous titter. As he walked back to
his bivouac he noticed also, that a cluster of coaches was settling down just
across the garden, beyond its low toppled wall. Coaches of very delicate lea
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work and moulding undoubtedly belonging to the French community of
Moscow, those who fled the flames to hide among the folds of the army,
sharing nothing, hoarding all.
Askenhazy had dressed but for his pelisse and busby and was buckling
on his flamboyantly gilded and tasseled sabre when Etienne entered the
lcnt; the room was rank with the odors of his huge laboring body. Despite
the seeming impossibility of it, Askenhazy erect, caparisoned cut a dashing
martial ligure. Etienne's vigor and confidence kindled to see his Colonel
once again in command, a warrior noble and fierce. Askenhazy greeted
Etienne and, pelisse adjusted, went over to his portable chest of drawers,
'shed for and found something which before picking up his great black and
red busby he presented, unceremoniously, to Etienne. It was a long,
rounded, heavy object swaddled in blue cloth. Etienne unravelled the cloth,
'closing a dagger of eleborate design, having a long scabbard swathed in
red leather, clasped and tipped with silver, and concealing a glistening
triangular blade scrolled with Arabic flourishes and a hilt of pearl, ivory,
and filigreed silver.
It has a strange history. It was originally made in the Venetian
republic but lost to the Turks who in turn lost it to a French soldier at Acre,
a°d he then lost it to an Austrian at Wagram; from this same fellow I
gripped it or really from his corpse as a trophy, for I had skewered him in a
arge at Essling." Askenhazy grinned a monstrous paternal grin.
"For me?"
Askenhazy nodded. "For you. So that one day when you might need it,
en you are a brave and tranquil warrior, you may remember the shame of
an ageing man's weakness and redeem him with
your courage, your
prowess."
But no, Sir, there was no shame. Simply..." began Etienne, his
pathy menaced by some vague irony in the older man's voice, eye.
Never mind, never mind," dismissed with a broad wave of the hand,
we are
not always what we think ourselves to be; on the field or asleep in
our cot WC 3re
male •
sometimes by foreign impulses, impulses that we
3 c lc*cals, a soldier the impulse to kill, the idea, or vanity of honor and
str
8 ' s°metimes old ideas give way to a new charge of strange desire,
e
were°Ut 3 k'ack desolation Bke holy Russia. So. I am grateful you
Cre l° reca" t0 me my duty, to soldiering and in turn I give you this
da
•t Fh?' l° ^eep ^0U ^een anc* war^ anc* strong just when you feel least like
blood ^°OC*'
^ Blasted to hell if I let this Russia drive down my spiked
dav r ^ °me' ^'eutenant» let's forget this gloom and ride out on the bright
niom °me'" Askenhazy stalked out of the tent. Etienne remained for a
more within. Neither having understood all that Askenhazy had
said, ent
nor having entirely consoled himself for some impalpable internal loss
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with the sterling dagger, Etienne held the present in his hands, weighing it,
turning it like a spit. He could smell the horses brought into the garden,
near the tent, heard their clomp and the rustle of their wiry tales, the flies
droning. He remembered. La Roche, the broken shelves of rock, the wide
open palms of the coarse winter wheat fields, the brute carting-horses, the
sheen of their pelts, silken, auburn beneath the cloud gathering sun...
Etienne, mounted, tucked gallantly in the red and green uniform, the gold
frogging, rode out that day to countless battles, to innumerable forgotten
lives....
Paul Hammond
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The following story explores the phenomenological style of RobbeGrillet, with a somewhat critical though empathetic approach.
The sun itself is out of sight, but a pale, irregular patch of light shines
dully across the top of a small brownish coffee table, which stands at most a
yard away. A wrinkled pink Kleenex seems to hang slightly above the table's
smooth surface, as if weightless and floating. The outline of its jagged,
ruffled form has an incandescent glow, almost an orange hue, which is
caused by the fading sunlight's yellow filtering discoloration of the tissue's
original pink. Also, the Kleenex, once uniformly double layered, has been
squeezed and slightly crushed; its double sheet bonding has separated.
Across the upper ridge the light is most fully permeating the single tissue,
and it appears brightest, a strong orange.
There is a voice now. At first it is sufficiently audible, but is not at
tended to or understood. The tissue is unfocused momentarily, and as its
image is pushed in a soft blur, the speaker becomes comprehensible,
"that we never do anything enjoyable anymore. You just stand or sit
about vacantly . . . there now, you were doing it again, while I was
talking."
A woman's face is seen briefly. Her lips are shaking, or perhaps
twitching visibly; they loose their horizontality. Scores of fine lines, per
pendicular to the overall shape of the lips, are expanding. The corners arch
downward symmetrically about half an inch. The mouth relaxes, and the
Process is repeated before a monologue resumes.
"At the gallery tonight I felt as if I were alone; there was no passion in
the building . . . not even with the sculpture."
For the first time in a long while, (one could not be sure exactly how
'°ng), a male voice, with an unusually even, almost measured tone,
responds at length,
"Maria, some of the statues were remarkably well conceived and
crafted. The edge quality of white marble is superb, and the shape of the
space . .
"Shape of the . . .? There is another sort of shape you seem to have
'°rgotten recently."
Then a breath, moist and surprisingly forceful against the throat, as if
intentionally projected. Her patterned peasant's slip-over rests across the
knees, which are somewhat muscular (from tennis?) and whiter than or
dinary fleshtone. The glassy oval reflections on the tops and toes of her high
eded dress shoes waver. She is shifting her weight slowly from left foot to
r'ght, and back. Maria is speaking again,
" I he door is open, Leonard . . . please do not ring me another evening
nnless you are interested . . . in . . . living a little, if you know what I
mean?"
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His hand, in the shadow, brushes the door panel closest to the room's
Irame; the entrance's dirty silver hinges are visible as the door is pushed
ajar.
The walk before him is lined with large flagstones, set in a neat series
from the apartment's steps to the street ahead. With each pace the picture
jumps a fraction of an inch. Walking, the body's height is irregular and the
minute rise and fall of the immediate picture barely escapes the corrective
el torts of the eyes. One; two; there are fifteen flat grey stones along the
path. Between each level slab is a thinly rectangular strip of dark, wet grass
which has been trimmed carefully and evenly. Then the curb; a foot beyond
it a waist-high iron gate requires little pressure to swing outward in a ninety
degree semi-circle. Behind, it closes in a rapid curve, though whether by
some sort of spring, or by gravity, is uncertain.
The door to a compact foreign automobile opens and closes with two
sharp sets of multiple clicking sounds. Inside, it is very dark; a wood
grained dashboard blends into the black leather upholstery of the seats,
which are shaped like squares, but with their corners somewhat rounded.
The evening's increasing dimness has reduced color distinctions. The dull
view is interrupted instantly as an arm reaches out, extending a wafer thin
steel key to the chrome ignition mechanism. Faintly, a flash of brightness
sparks as the key is nimbly turned. The automobile glides quietly away from
Maria's apartment.
The drive is through three miles of suburbia, and takes less than ten
minutes to the outskirts of the next town. Bushes, trees, and signs flick by
taster and faster as the vacillating speedometer needle, in a square metal
casing, moves to a vertical position. Beyond the car's hood, a wealth of
toliage, which lines the road's edges, approaches and falls away in a rush of
color. No single growth can be detected, and the woods through which the
road winds seems a solid wall. Above the taller treetops, a thick telephone
wire spins out by the car. For a moment, the vehicle feels stationary, as it
the forest itself was moving forward at a tremendous speed.
Sections of telephone cable are hung with a slight downward loop; the
lowest point of the loops is midway between blue-grey aluminum poles
which stand about sixty feet apart. Following the line of the wires from the
car creates a peculiar phenomenon; as the wire approaches the next pole it
seems to jump upward to its point of attachment. After each pole it dives
steeply into a long trough.
Now, as the window visor is adjusted (though it is night and there is no
need to protect the eyes), a small, but penetrating red light comes into and
out of sight about a quarter of a mile down the road. The blur of foliage is
increasingly differentiated; the trunks, branches, and leaves to the right and
left become distinct. The car is stopped and its engine, which had been
nearly silent, is heard as a distant hum, occasionally whining in a higher
frequency.
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The passenger's seat, which is empty, is concealed in a large shadow
which cuts across the automobile's interior, ending just below a glove
compartment which is recessed in the dash opposite the seat. Irom the
driver's angle, the compartment's shape is clearly that of a parallelogram.
Its horizontal lines appear slanted, the upper line downward and lower line
upward, as if they would meet if they were not cut short by the farthest edge
of the shape. One could observe that all of the dash's horizontal lines
possessed this attribute, though less so as they reached a point directly in
front of the driver's seat. Here, for instance, the speedometer casing formed
a perfect rectangle, with four right angles as its corners. Noticing this fan of
angles and lines, each in the series being slightly more or less rectangular,
(depending on which way the eye traced them), there was also something
new in the study.
It was a moment before the recognition of a uniform lime hue which
bathed the car in its entirety. This apparent coloration was mysterious, but
before an analysis was possible there was a dull thud to the left. The lime
green shapes froze for a split second before a newly chosen and focused
image appeared. A fist, pressed flat against the outer surface of the auto's
front left window, looked like a specimen forced under a microscope s
slide. Blood was being forced away from the clenched hand s skin, and it
appeared a bright white against the dark surrounding. A man with black
plastic spectacles stood next to the car. With a loud, coarse voice he spoke,
withdrawing his fist and slamming against the window again every ten to
fifteen seconds,
"The light has been green for about five minutes, buddy. What are
you, blind? Hey, let's move out, all right? Blind as a goddamn bat."
The man's overcoat formed and reformed innumerable patterns of
folds and shadows as he walked back to his car. A horn blared one con
tinuous complaint until the trees began to slide forward very quickly. The
car behind followed closely.
A short while later, past the first lights of the town ahead, the steering
wheel spins quickly, and winds back. Engine still and silent, the driver's
door swings open. The smell of an expensive restaurant fills the air. The
front door's heaviness goes unnoticed; the restaurant is only slightly lighter
within than it had been outside. Candles' flames and shadows flicker
throughout the rooms against their walls and in the eyes of the clientele. A
soft, even voice speaks in the dusk to the head waiter.
"Table; men's room?"
There is no expression on the waiter's face. The voice came again with
a more explicit message,
"I'd like a table for one, please. And might I ask the location of the
men's room?"
Now the waiter's nose is slightly raised and several deep wrinkles
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appear, emanating from a point directly between his eyes. He speaks
succinctly,
Yes . . . sir. Down this hall (pointing) and it will be on your right. I'll
have a spot for you momentarily."
The hall is dark and there is some shock to the eyes as the many
fluorescent lights of the bathroom are seen in unison. Straight above they
are attached in two rows of four. The light itself seems to shimmer and
appears to be a composition of thousands of individual soft Hashes rather
than one steady beam. The off-white sinks shine brilliantly; they are
identical, but there is a sense that, simply because of the multiple per
spectives offered by the linear arrangement of the sinks, a greater, deeper
insight into their nature can be acquired.
A complex pattern of white, grey, black, and brown one inch tiles
covers the entirety of the Hoor. The outline of black shoes, placed and
observed closely on the Hoor, looks more complicated than it might on a
solid painted or carpet type of flooring. The shoes' edges appear as lines
marking the boundaries of partially covered tiles, not merely as the edge of
certain footwear.
Now a hand is reHected in the highly polished handle on the farthest
stall door. Its fingertips are unusually large and circular, for the handle acts
as a convex lens. Inside, an exploration checking for divergent beads of
urine on the black u-shaped seat (actually more like a horseshoe). There are
none; a partially naked body is seated. There is writing on the wall, numbers
and drawings as well, in pen, pencil, and gouged scratchings.
To the left, adjacent to the john's water tank, which itself is a ceramic
white, a stainless steel Hushing mechanism is attached by four octagonal
nuts; the bolts they are screwed onto protrude slightly from their Hat faced
outer surfaces. Next to the thin metal square which marks the beginning of
the entire apparatus, are a series of three rings of similar size, all of the same
stainless steel. These possess a surface coated with an uncountable group of
minute green spots. These are a result of the oxidation of the steel and is the
equivalent of red rust on iron objects.
Some time has passed while a view of the Hushing mechanism was
maintained. It may have been five minutes, or ten, even twenty, though it is
unlikely to have been more than twenty minutes. The last unstudied portion
is now witnessed. The handle projects outward several inches by itself. It is
a rounded metal bar worn smooth by the touch of human hands and is
somewhat duller than its base. The curve of its inner edge, which is con
nected to the first of the three rings is darkened by some sort of grey gunk
which probably was originally a lump of grease applied to facilitate an easy
pushing motion (which served to Hush the john). A hand extends to test the
flexibility of the handle, but stops, motionless, as the bathroom door opens
and footsteps crack across the Hoor toward the farthest stall. There are
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hushed words exchanged beyond the stall. Through the slat dividing the
john door from the overall enclosure to which K is attached, there is a
moving patch of blue; most likely the blue is the color of a suit or a
uniform.
"Officer, he's in this one, and he's been here a long time, let me tell
you."
"Do you want him arrested? 1 can take him out the back exit."
"Yes, please do. Imagine a man coming into a nice restaurant, an
excellent restaurant, and having the nerve to masturbate all evening in the
men's room?"
"O.K., alright. No problem. I'll take him downtown."
The police station was a small one, built with red and brown bricks on
a quarter acre lot, and had seven concrete steps to the main entrance
(composed of two wooden doors opening inward which each had a large
wire crisscrossed plate glass window). Approaching those windows, the
room within seemed fragmented by square sections created from the safety
wiring which transversed the glass at right angled diagonals.
Once within the police main office the officer made his report,
"Sergeant, 1 picked up this guy up over at Sol's restaurant. I think he
was masturbating in the men's room, (this word was used as if were a highly
technical term). Also, he doesn't say a thing."
"Well, he doesn't have too, does he? Get his wallet and find out who
he is. I'll look through the handbook to see what we can charge him with."
"Etna. Leonard R. Etna is his name, Sarge."
"And here's the definition of the books; under public masturbation:
any and all auto-erotic stimulation in any public area. The offender shall be
fined not less than one hundred dollars and incarcerated not less than one
week."
"You sure know what you're talking about Sarge. You're really very
well versed about jailing criminals. Let's bust him now."
"S'impossible. The law is too narrow and too liberal; that's for sure.
But it's impossible. We've got nothing on him."
"But sir, 1 caught him myself. He was —"
"He was in Sol's, officer. The law says auto-erotic. Now if he'd been
outside in the parking lot, in his car, we could have put him away a few
days."
"You're right. You're perfectly right. I'll send him off. But I'll be
damned if the law books give us a chance to do our jobs!"
The police station's clock's red, needle fine second hand had spun eight
'inies between the moment the police officer and Leonard R. Etna had
entered the building and when Leonard stepped out alone. He navigated the
first six steps toward the sidewalk very well, considering the fact that he was
studying the intersecting outlines of a bakery and a bank very intently on
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the way down. But on the last step, or more accurately, off the last step, he
had become totally oblivious to his body while locating the convergence of
no less than eighteen important lines, above the B of the bakery sign.
t ailing headlong, here was a terrific smack, after which he lay full
length in the street. Raw stinging sensations and gathering wetness alarmed
him. He was scraped up pretty badly, maybe very badly. Rolling gently over
on an elbow which throbbed and promptly buckled, he saw momentarily, a
considerable quantity of blood on the pavement beneath him. His pulse was
up over one hundred, and he felt his heart muscle contracting, the whole
muscle, not just its beat against his chest. It was beating blood out onto the
street. What particularly worried him though, was that the bleeding of a cut
above his forehead had filled his eyes with the thick warm solution, and he
could not see a thing.
Down the street a tractor trailer truck was heading toward him; his
pulse went up to one forty as its roar increased persistently. What was to be
done? He could move, but which way? The driver will beep if he sees me, he
thought. There was no horn, only the surge of a twenty-five thousand
pound vehicle.
The diesel's owner and driver was named Carl Warpole and he was a
retired philosophy professor. His specialty was the dramatization of
Cartesian Meditations. At the moment he was engrossed in an analysis of
the existence claim for the material world.
Leonard, blind and anxious, sought desperately to claim his own
existence by shouting no. The truck ran over him, but did not run him over.
That is, it passed over his body without touching it in the least. When it was
gone, and he had managed to crawl off the thoroughfare, he kissed the
concrete, sucked in air energetically and had thanksgiving in his heart.
When Maria came to the hospital to visit him, he made crude advances
and offered to take her to Jamaica for an indefinite length of time. I've
come to the conclusion, he said, that one of the most important things
about life is living, and that loving is key to all living.
"You'll pay attention to me, won't you, and we'll be active?"
He kissed her warmly and when he glanced to her mouth afterward,
scores of fine lines, which were perpendicular to her lips as such, were
expanding. The corners of her mouth curved upward symmetrically a
quarter of an inch.
John Powell

Notes
Christa Allen is a librarian living in the Democratic
Republic of Germany. "Frau Sisyphos" appeared in the
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